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GENERIC SUBMANIFOLDS WITH SEMIDEFINITE SECOND 

FUNDAMENTAL FORM OF A COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE 

By Kentaro Yano and Masahiro Kon 

'0. Introduction 

Let Cpn+p denote the complex projective space of real dimensionn+þ 

{(complex dimension (η +þ)!2) with constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4. 

'.We denote by J the almost complex structure tensor field of Cpn+p
• Let M 

Jbe a real n-dimensional Riemannian manifold isometricaIly immersed in Cpn 十P.
We denote by g the Riemannian metric tensor field induced on M from that 

‘of cpn+P. 

When the transform of the normal space T :/M)'- at X of M by J is always 

‘rtangent to M , that is, JT x(M)'-CT x(M) for any x , T x(M) being the taugent 

.space at x of M , the submanifold lIf is said to be gelleric in Cpn+P• If M ;s 

.a real hypersurface of Cpn+1 , then M is obviously a generic submanifold. 

In [1], Okumura proved the foIlowing theorems: 

THEOREM A. Let M be a compact 0η·eηtable real hypersur/ace 0/ Cpn +l tιith 
κt:onstant mean curvature such that the second /uηdamental /orm A is seηu"de/z'nite. 

THEOREM B. Let M be a compàct orieηtable real hypersuγface 0/ CP’1+1 μIzïh 
æonstant mean curvature sμch that the second /undamental/orm A is semide/inite. 

J/ (TrAi 드 (%-1)2， tken M=M3 。， p=(%-1)/2· 

The purpose of the present paper is to prove generalizations of theorems A 

;and B for generic submanifolds of Cpn+P with flat normal connection. 

1. Preliminaries 

Iet Af be an %-dimensionaI generic submarlifoId of Cpn+P. For any vector 

'field X tangent to M , we put JX=PX十FX , where P X is the tangential part 

,()f J X and F X the normal part of J X. Then P is an endomorphism on th~ 
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tangent bundle T(lIι). The operator of covariant" differentiation with respeCt: 

to the Levi-Civita connection in CP’I +Þ (resp. M) will be denoted by V (resp. 

?). The 1Veingarten formu1a is given by FXV= -AvX+DxV for any vector

field X tangent to M and any vector field V normal to M" , where D 、 denotes ‘ 

the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the linear connection, 
induccd in, the normal bundle T(lIηι of M. A is called the secolld lundamental 

lorm of M. For any normal vector V , Av is a symmetric linear transformatioDi 

on T x(M). Let {va} be an orthonormal frame for T ,;CM) J.. Then , the ，meaχ 

cιrvatμre vector μ of M is defined to be μ=ε;’TrAava ， where Aa=Aν.· If Dμ=0， 
a 

then μ is said to be parallel. For any vector X tangent to M and any veetor' 
V normal to M , if g(AvX, X)드o or g(AvX, X)르0， then the second fundamental 

form A of M is said to be senzzäefz"nz"te. We now deÍine the curvature tensor 

R J. of the normal bundle of M by R J.(X, Y) = [Dx' Dy] - D [X , Yj' If R J. vanishes 

identically, then the normal connection of M is said to be Ilat. If the norinal 

connection of M is flat, we can choose an orthonormal frame {va} of thé 

normal bundle such that Dv_=O for all a. Now we have a 

LEMMA 1. ([2]). Let M be an n-dz"mensioπal generic sμbmantjold 01 G.pn+P' 

with Ilat ηormal connectio1Z. Then 
2 도div (민. Jva)=(n- 1) ψ -.r::;’ TrA;+~’Tr Aag(AaJ võ' J vð) + 송ε’ I [P,Aa11 2 

a - a, b 

μlhere [P, Aa] =P Aa - AaP and I TI denotes the length 01 the tensor T. 

LEMMA 2. ([2]). Let M be a1Z n-dz'mensional geηericsubmanzjold oICpn+p, 

with I! at normal comzectz"oχ• 11 the mean curvat강re νectoγ 01 M is paralle!~ïhát’ 

2 '" .. , " ...... , . "..... .. 2 _ ""..... ..... 2 
g(V~A， A)=(n-윈도’TrAa-ε’(TrAaY +3.r::;’ I [P; AaJ I 나2p( p-1) 

a a a 

+끔 [3g(AaJ vð' J vð)Tr Aa - (Tr AaA여+(TrAa)(TrA~Aa)] . 

Model 'space: Let Sn+2 be sphere with radius '1.' In S’'1+2 we haγe the fain‘ily' 

of genetalized Clifford surfaces Mp，q '=S앙) XSq(r) , 샤+썽 = 1, Þ+ii=써 1; 'By 

choosing the spheres in such a way that they lie in complex subspaces we get: 
π 

-• MZP+ l. 2q+l 

.1)/2; Thus we ，~ 
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2. Theorems 

First of a l!, we prove 
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THEOREM 1. Let M be a compact orz'entable n-d z"mensz"onal generz"c sμbma쩌，!old 

01 Cpn+þ with Ilat normal connection such that the second lundaηzental lorm z's 

semide꺼·，zz·ι 11 1:그T1·A3 드(n 一 l)p， then p= 1 and M is the geodesz"c hypersphere 
a 

π(Sn(r)XS\r))， r= (1 /2) 1I2, 01 Cpn+1
• 

PROOF. Since M is compact orientable, Iemma 1 implies that 

[(η 一 l)p- x::,’TrA3+2 TrAg(AJι.!씨]*1 = - ~ r ε [P， An1 12*1. 
M a “ a,b “ v g 4 LM a • 

From the assumptions we see that the Ieft hand side of this equation is 
? 

nonnegative. Thus we obtain ζ’Tr야= (n- l)p, PAa=AaP and TrAag(AaJvb’ a 
J Vb) =0 for any a and b. Suppose that Tr Aa=O for some a. Since the second 

fundamentaI form is semidefinite, we see that Aa=O. On the other hand, the 

equation of Codazzi is given by 

Cv xA)vY - (VyA)vX = - g(X, JV)PY + g(fV , Y)P X - 2g(X, PY)JV. 

Putting V=Va and X=JV in this equation, we obtain g(fV , JV)PY=O. 

Thus we have P=o. Then M is anti-invariant and Fg(Aafzμvb)=TrAa for 

any a. Therefore TrAag(AJVb.!Vb)=O implies ~that TrAa=O for a l! a and 

hence M is totaIIy geodesic. This contradicts to the fact that εTrA3 = (%-1)p. 
a 

Consequently, we must have TrAa;;<'O for aII a and then g(AJvb, Jvb)=O for 

any a and b. Let V be a unit vector normaI to M. We take an orthonormal 
L 

frame {Va} of T ,,(M) - such that V = V 1" Then we obtain 

ε-:; g(AaJV d' JV d) = 도’ g(Vd ’ Vb)g(V d' vc)g(AaJvb,Jvc) 
d - - - b, c, d 

= Fg(Aa JUb, fνb)=O. 

From this we see that g(Aa JV, JV)=O for any unit vector V normaI to M. 

Since Aa is symmetic, we obtain g(Aa J V b.!νc) =0 for any a, b and c by putting 

V=(va+vc)/，y'강. We now use the foIIowing equation of Ricci 

g(Rι(X， Y)U, V)+g( [Av' Au] X , Y)=g(FY, U)g(FX, V)-g(FX, U)g(FY , V). 

Putting V=Va, U=vb, X=JVa and Y=Jνb in this equation, and using R J. = 0, we 
? 

have g(vb, Vb)g(va, Va)-g(Va, Vb) ‘ =0. Therefore we obtain p= 1. On the other 

hand, PAa=AaP implies that the mean curvature of M is constant becausc of 

P=1 (see [1]), Thus our theorem foIIows from theorem A. 
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From theorem 1 we have 

THEOREM 2. Let M be a compact orieηtable real hypersurlace 01 Cp
n

+1 sμch 
.that the. second lundaηzental lorm z's semz'de/z"nz'te. 11 TrA2드n -1, then M is the 

‘ geodesic hypersPhere π(Sn(r) XS1(r )), r = (112)1/
2• 

THEOREM 3. Let M be α compact orientable n-dimensional generic sμbmanilold 

.01 Cpn+p μ，ith Ilat normal connectz"on such that the second lundamental lorηz ts 

semidelinzïe. 11 the mean cμrvatμγe vectoγ 01 M z's parallel and .c’(TrAa)2드 
a 

(n -lip, the;z p=l and M is the geodesic hyþersphere π(Sn(r)XS\r))， r=(1I2)1/2, 

, of CP”+1. 

PROOF. Since M is compact orientable, lemma 2 implies that 

[ | ?A | 2 -2@ -φ)ψ+3.c’ 1 [P, AJ 12] *1 
M a-

=’ u [감(TrAaAb)2-감(TrAa) (TrA3Aa)-(%-3)FTrAg 
.l.1'.t a. • 사. 

+ ￡?(TrAa)2-3듀 Tr Aag(AaJ vb' Jvb) -2(n- l)p] *1. 
a a~ 0 

For any a, we put KaX=AaX+(TrAag(fvb, X)Jvb)/(n-l) for some b. Since 

Ka is symmetric, we see that nTrK씀 (Trkai. From this we have 

(TrAai 드 (,z -1)T1 Ag +2TrAag(AaIUb, fUb) 

for any a and b. Thus we obtain 
9 。

g ’(TrAa) “ 드 (n- l)ζ’ TrA~+2.c’TrAag(AaJvb’ JVb). 
a a a 

‘ Therefore we see that 

jg 
[lVA|2-2(%-P)P+3El [P, Aa] !2]%l 

a 

드1M [끔(TlAaAQ2-감(TrAa)(TrA3Aa)+싫{온(TrAa)2 
-‘ _ (n_1)2p} 

_ n+주ε TrAng(An J Vh, J Vh)J*1. 
1l - 1 a. b - - - -

‘ On the other hand, we have /VAI 2늘2(n-p)p (see [2]) and hence the left hand 

side of this inequality is nonnegative. Moreover, from the assumption we see 

that the right hand side of this inequality is nonpositive. Consequently, we 
2 . /r ro. ... A" 2 ""rJ" A" /rr. A 2 have F(TrAa) = (% -1) p, cri-AaAb) = (TI갱 (TrA;A)and 1'rAag(AJvb, Jvb) 

=0 for any a and b. By a similar method as that used in the proof of theorem 

.1 we see that p= 1. Therefore our theorem follows from theorem B. 
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